MARY WH ITE

Celebrating the legacy of Mary White, the uncrowned
queen of bootleggers, we at Deluxe Distillery selected the
finest grains and distilled them to perfection.
Our master-distiller added malted barley in precise
proportions for a stout character with a swarthy tang.
Drinking Mary White Vodka is experiencing a distinctive
touch of grain in the nose, a fully developed tingly flavour
on the palate, a smooth and silky texture on the tongue,
and an epic aftertaste.
Sip Mary White Vodka neat, with your preferred mixer, or
as an indispensable ingredient in your favourite cocktail.
Have Mary White Vodka or nothing at all.

read the whole story on
www.marywhite.be

TH E STO RY
The male dominated world of bootleggers was turned upside
down by Mary White, who added feminine refinement and
slyness to the annals of the Prohibition. Like Mary herself, with
our refined and luxurious Mary White Vodka, we offer a
feminine alternative to the male dominated world of spirits.

PROCES S
This 100% pure Belgian Premium Vodka combines tailor
made pure grain alcohol from rye and corn, with an edg y
distillate from malt. The malt is macerated in the alcohol for
48 hours, before our master distiller fires up the copper pot still
and cuts the exact fraction from the run.
The end result is married together with our pure grain alcohol,
and diluted to drinking strength with our own bore water from
an 80-metre deep artesian layer. In order to retain a stout and
pure drinking experience, no sugar or glycerol is added.
700 ml – 40% abv

TH E BOT TLE
Culturally connected with tradition and refinement,
the luxurious and foliated marble design on the bottle of Mary
White Premium Vodka is testimony to its pristine quality and
typical character. Shiny, translucent and crystal clear, the
premium distillate gets its distinctive flavour from the quirky
veins of malted barley, unifying classy elegance with wild passion.

TASTI N G N OTES
The extremely balanced notes of the complex and flavourful
Mary White vodka reveal cereal-like notes of bread dough, and
a faint lemon spice that manifests itself fully once on the palate.
Supported by the underlying earthiness of malted barley, this
vodka is surprisingly smooth and fresh, with a tingly and fully
developed citrusy flavor, and a stout & epic aftertaste,
leaving a silky feel on the tongue.

PER FECT SERVE
Sip Mary White Vodka neat, with your preferred mixer, or as
an indispensable ingredient in your favourite cocktail. Have
Mary White Vodka or nothing at all.

BOT TLE

volume: 700 ml
height: 230 mm
diameter: 83 mm
weight: 1330 gr
EAN code: 5430000098052

BOX

width: 174 MM
length: 258 MM
height: 240 MM
weight: 8,3 KG
6 bottles per box
EAN code: 5430000098151

PALLET

width: 800 mm
length: 1200 mm
height: 1150 mm
weight: 830 kg
20 boxes per layer
5 layers per pallet
Total: 100 boxes / 600 bottles
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